1 General
This contract between 47 Degrees España S.L. (The
organizer) and ____________ (the sponsor) states that the
organization of the event, in regards to the opening date,
duration, opening and closing hours, and entrance fees is at
the sole discretion of The organizer. The organizer reserves
the right to unilaterally modify these conditions, especially
those concerning the date, times and location of the event.
2 Conditions for participation
The organizer determines sponsor categories and
establishes the nomenclature of the products and/or
services that may occur. The sponsor can only submit
materials of the person or company that they represent as
an agent or dealer of the entity's own conception or
manufacturing, not limited to materials, products, processes,
and services. The organizer reserves the right to demand
documented evidence of ownership rights, and/or licensing
of products, brands and/or services questioned before,
during, or after the event.
3 Assignment
A sponsor may not assign, sublet or share, any part of their
sponsorship package, stand, or designated concessions on
the event grounds, unless prior written authorization of the
organizer is obtained.
4 Cancellation and withdrawal from the contract
Reservations may not be subject to unilateral cancellation or
modification by the sponsor. Cancellations must be made by
proper certifiable notice to the organizer. In the case of the
cancellation of this contract and irrespective of the cause,
the following rules apply: (i) if the cancellation occurs 30
days or more prior to the start date of the event, the sponsor
will pay as compensation an amount equal to 100% of the
agreed price, (ii) if the cancellation occurs less than 30 days
before the event date, the cost will be 100% of the agreed
price plus 500 euros in additional compensation. If the
sponsor has the right to occupy space at the event, the
organizer may elect, in its sole discretion, to offer the space
to another sponsor. In the event that, for any reason beyond
the control of the organizer (including without limitation, any
action event owner, strikes, or other labor contingency
affecting staff organizers) causes modification of the date,
times or location of the event, the organizer may elect in its
sole discretion: (i) ring, (ii) change of location, time or date
of all or part of the event, (iii) removing or changing the
organizing of the event, (iv) reducing the period of
preparation for the event. In the case of cancellation, the
sponsor shall be entitled to a refund of the price paid. In any
of these cases the refund of the sponsor will be higher than
the price paid by the sponsor. In cases (ii), (iii) (iv) and (v)
shall entitle the sponsor to a refund of 50% corresponding to
the amount paid by the sponsor.
5 Payment
The payment for the sponsors stand and any associated
booth costs will be made as follows: (I) 50% of the amount
will be paid at the time of such acceptance without refund,
and no later than 30 days ahead of the date of invoice (FF),
and the remaining 50%, three months before the opening of
the event; (II) between the event and the nonaverage
acceptance (within three months), 100% of the price will be
paid in one installment within the acceptance of 30 calendar
days, and always before the conclusion of the event.
6 Cast spaces
The organizer may modify the distribution of the areas
requested by the sponsor. This modification does not entitle
the sponsor to unilaterally terminate its participation
commitment. The organizer is responsible for any
differences that occur between the figures in the plane and
the actual dimensions of space. The organizer may in any
case, not reserve a site or guarantee availability from one
edition to another.

7 Installation and decoration of stands
The installation of the stands will be carried out in
accordance to the general plan established by the organizer.
Unless special provision is agreed in writing, installation and
general conditioning will be made by the sponsor, as well as
light stand decorations (posters, banners, labels etc.)
Outside of these limits, any special decoration carried out in
the sponsor vending area or to the stands by the sponsors,
will have to be submitted for approval by the organizer. The
sponsor may apply to organize extra services including
assembly and decoration if the organization offers.
8 Delivery
The organizer is exempt from responsibility for the
structures and facilities built by the sponsor, who are bound
to restore the venue space they occupy, to the same
condition as they found it, at the conclusion of the event.
Any damage or deterioration to occur on the premises or
facilities as the result of the sponsor, their facilities,
materials, goods, employees or representatives, to the
locations where the events are being held, is at the sole
responsibility of the sponsor.
9 Assembly and disassembly
The organizer will determine the timing of the assembly and
installation of the stands prior to the opening of the event.
The organizer will also set the timetable for dismantling the
stands, removal of materials and products, as well as
deadlines for collecting and tidying up once the event is
finalized. Given the special nature of the dismantling and
removal of materials, and putting the venue back into order,
the organizer may, at the risk of the sponsor, perform
operations that have not been completed by the sponsor
within the time limits, exonerating the organizer of any loss,
theft or damage of materials and products of the sponsor.
10 Goods
Sponsors are responsible for the transportation of all goods
and will receive instructions from the organizer concerning
the rules regarding the entry and exit of goods. The sponsor
agrees to follow, at all times, this rules especially in regards
to the movement of vehicles on the grounds of the event.
The sponsor may not, under any circumstances, withdraw
products or materials present throughout the duration of the
event without permission of the organizer.
11 Cleaning
The cleaning of each stand will take place under the
conditions and time limits specified by the organizer. The
organization includes general basic cleaning as a service.
12 Supplies
When the supply conditions agreed upon (hitches stand to
the mains, gas, telephone, water distribution or compressed
air), exceed the benefits included in the description of the
stands found on the front of the booking form, they shall be
the responsibility of the sponsor, who must request an
extension of the same within the time of the required
deadlines and take into account the technical possibilities of
local exposure. Applications must be authorized by the
organizer, the right to accept or not, depending on the
requirements of mounting the event will be reserved.
13 Intellectual property law
The sponsor agrees to comply with existing laws on
industrial property in relation to the products and properties
exposed. These measures should be implemented prior to
the presentation of these materials and products that occur
in nature.
14- Security
The sponsor must respect the security measures imposed
by the organization, as well as the security measures that
the organizer may have taken.
15- Disclaimer
The organizer can not be held responsible for the acts of
third parties that may harm the sponsor while using their

stand. In addition, the organizer can not be held liable for
damages, ﬁre, theft, etc. affecting the stand and/or any
materials or assets located on the premises of the event.
Sponsors disclaim in the broadest terms admitted right to
initiate any contract or tort claim against the organizers in
this regard. This exclusion of liability by the organizer also
applies to any damages that may occur in the stand, to
goods exposed or will be exposed to goods placed on the
stand or will be placed in the stand as far where they can be
damaged as a result of any manipulation carried out by the
organizer, its employees or any third party in respect of
which the organizer found responsible. Any goods, including
packaging, which is placed in the enclosure or associated
event spaces will be at the risk of the sponsors. The
organizer is not responsible for ensuring that property. The
organizer, its directors, ofﬁcers and staff shall not be liable
for damages of any kind arising as a result of damage or
loss of property or damage caused by bad funcionament or
improper operation of technical installations the grounds of
the event or any other event venue defect or its associated
areas, or for any damage caused to property or persons. The
organizer shall in no event be liable for consequential
damages or lost proﬁts. In any case, without prejudice to the
exclusions of liability contained in this clause, the limit on
damages would be the price received by the organizer and
paid by the sponsor.
16 - Force majeure
In case of force majeure, the organizer may suspend
compliance with the obligations contained in the contracts
with sponsors during the period subsisting cause of force
majeure, or resolve completely or partially contracts at any
time immediate effect, meaning that under any
circumstances, the organizer must compensate sponsors. If
the event is canceled, delayed or interrupted by an
unforeseen, or force majeure event, the organizer, in any
case, will be held liable and the amounts paid by the
sponsors may be retained by the organizer to ensure that
their is no exercise of any action claim for damages. In this
regard, the exclusive sponsors assume the risk of the event,
can not claim any compensation for damages or any other
type of actionable refund.
17 - Protection of personal data
According to the provisions of Law 15/1999, of December
13, Protection of Personal Data and its implementing
legislation, Sponsor is informed of the inclusion of their
personal data to a ﬁle owned by 47 Degrees España SL. By
signing these Conditions, the sponsor consents expressly
the transfer of data to 47 Degrees España S.L. for surveys
designated to gauge their level of satisfaction and service
quality.
18- Address for notiﬁcations.
The parties will establish an address for notiﬁcation
purposes indicated in the heading, tucking committed to
communicating any changes occurring in the indicated
address.
19- Conservation clauses.
If any part of this Agreement should become void, the rest
of the document will remain valid in so far as reasonably
possible.
20 - Replacement of previous commitments.
This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the
parties and will prevail against any communication,
commitment and previous agreement regarding the subject
matter hereof, whether these have been transmitted orally or
in writing.
21 - Jurisdiction and applicable law
The law applicable to these Conditions is Spanish law. The
parties mentioned within this contract agree to submit to
any doubt or question that arises based on performance or
compliance with these General Conditions to the Courts of
Civil Jurisdiction Order of San Fernando, Cádiz.

GOLD SPONSOR

3000€

Two job offer postings in our newsletter job box
We have a database with all our attendees from 2015 & 2016 of +400 functional programming developers
and usually send six newsletters.

A sponsorship newsletter send to our database
We are going to offer a platform to send an sponsorship newsletter to all our attendees categorised by
technology.

Logo in all the talk recorded
One of our big achievements is all the trafﬁc that we generated on Youtube. Our talks have an average of
visualization of +1000 users. We include your logo on the side of all the talks recorded.

Goodies or brochures of your company inside Welcome packs
Logo included in all our digital marketing:
Website, Social accounts assets and Newsletters

Logo included in all our physical marketing
Lanyard and schedule, Rollups, Crafted beer label at the conference, Welcome conference poster and
Welcome party poster

Social media, Closing and Opening keynote recognition
With our social accounts (with more of 1100 followers), we’ll tweet your company name several times and
we are going to introduce your company in our Opening and Closing speech.

A booth in our Sponsor area
We have an area in the lunch zone and we promote rafﬂes and interactions with the sponsors.

Introduction article in our blog, talking about yourcompany and giving thanks for
the sponsorship
Typelevel summit sponsorship
For the second year in a row we organise a Typelevel Summit on practice day. We include your logo in all
the marketing related to the conference.

SILVER SPONSOR

1500€

Goodies or brochures of your company inside Welcome packs. Logo included in all
our digital marketing:
Website, Social accounts assets and Newsletters

Logo included in all our physical marketing
Lanyard and schedule, Rollups, Crafted beer label at the conference, Welcome conference poster and
Welcome party poster

Social media, Closing and Opening keynote recognition
With our social accounts (with more of 1100 followers), we’ll tweet your company name several times and
we are going to introduce your company in our Opening and Closing speech.

A booth in our Sponsor area
We have an area in the lunch zone and we promote rafﬂes and interactions with the sponsors.

Typelevel summit sponsorship
For the second year in a row we organise a Typelevel Summit on practice day. We include your logo in all
the marketing related to the conference.

Two job offer postings in our newsletter job box
We have a database with all our attendees from 2015 & 2016 of +400 functional programming developers
and usually send six newsletters.

A sponsorship newsletter send to our database
We are going to offer a platform to send an sponsorship newsletter to all our attendees categorised by
technology.

Logo in all the talk recorded
One of our big achievements is all the trafﬁc that we generated on Youtube. Our talks have an average of
visualization of +1000 users. We include your logo on the side of all the talks recorded.

Introduction article in our blog, talking about yourcompany and giving thanks for
the sponsorship

BRONZE SPONSOR

750€

Goodies or brochures of your company inside Welcome packs. Logo included in all
our digital marketing:
Website, Social accounts assets and Newsletters

Logo included in all our physical marketing
Lanyard and schedule, Rollups, Crafted beer label at the conference, Welcome conference poster and
Welcome party poster

Social media, Closing and Opening keynote recognition
With our social accounts (with more of 1100 followers), we’ll tweet your company name several times and
we are going to introduce your company in our Opening and Closing speech.

A booth in our Sponsor area
We have an area in the lunch zone and we promote rafﬂes and interactions with the sponsors.

Typelevel summit sponsorship
For the second year in a row we organise a Typelevel Summit on practice day. We include your logo in all
the marketing related to the conference.

Two job offer postings in our newsletter job box
We have a database with all our attendees from 2015 & 2016 of +400 functional programming developers
and usually send six newsletters.

A sponsorship newsletter send to our database
We are going to offer a platform to send an sponsorship newsletter to all our attendees categorised by
technology.

Logo in all the talk recorded
One of our big achievements is all the trafﬁc that we generated on Youtube. Our talks have an average of
visualization of +1000 users. We include your logo on the side of all the talks recorded.

Introduction article in our blog, talking about yourcompany and giving thanks for
the sponsorship

